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Predictions about upcoming input are standardly measured via facilitated processing of explicitly
presented words (fixation times, N400 amplitudes) or anticipatory looks in scenes (e.g. [1, 2]). In
this study we examine predictions via a spoken, speeded cloze task in Japanese. We use
information from spoken responses to understand how and when contextual cues are used to
generate predictions, revealing effects obscured in EEG studies.
Situations where online measures of prediction diverge from corpus probabilities or late measures
are particularly informative about how predictions arise. A useful test case is argument role
reversals, in which an anomalous verb is processed as if it is more expected than it should be (e.g.
[3,4]). For example, in The customer that the waitress served vs. The waitress that the customer
served the verb serve differs in offline cloze probability, but EEG studies in many languages have
found that it elicits identical N400 amplitudes. Additional time between the arguments and the verb
yields an N400 contrast [5]. These findings motivated the claim that early predictions reflect lexical
associations, with role-specific predictions emerging only after a delay. However, the explicit
presentation of anomalous verbs in these studies might bias the estimate of how expected those
anomalous words were.
We examined the timing of use of argument role and lexical cues in a Japanese speeded cloze
task, using materials from a previous EEG study [6]. We presented minimal contexts of a noun
and a case marker, which participants completed with a verb. The cloze task measures predictions
via speakers’ own productions. Instead of measuring the degree of convergence of open-ended
predictions (i.e. cloze probability), we used the full set of productions to test predictions at specific
times by (i) using simple contexts, to control lexical and grammatical content of cues, (ii) limiting
the response time windows [7] and (iii) using a simple NLP measure to assess the relationship
between contexts and produced items. This was possible by gathering spoken responses via the
internet.
80 speakers [40 analyzed so far] each completed 160 visually presented fragments. In a ‘long’
block responses had to start after 1.6-2.8s, and by 1.2s in a ‘short’ block. The timeline and the
stimuli matched an existing study that found identical N400s at the verb, regardless of case. For
each of the 5389 produced noun-verb pairings we measured speech onset latency, noun-verb
similarity using Japanese word2vec [8], and whether the pairing would be more plausible with
nominative or accusative case-marking, e.g., thief-acc arrest is more plausible than thief-nom
arrest. Pairings featuring the dispreferred case were coded as reversals.
Argument roles clearly affected productions. Case-compatible productions were far more common
than reversals, comprising 94.4% of trials in the short condition (Fig. 1). Verb transitivity clearly
matched the case marking. Noun-verb similarity was higher in the long condition, suggesting more
specific expectations with more time (Fig. 2). The verbs produced in reversed responses tend to
have high cloze probabilities in the other case markings, suggesting that role-independent lexical
associations serve as lures (Fig 3.). Speech onset latencies were shorter for more similar pairings.
Overall, the speeded cloze results show that both argument roles and lexical association shape
early predictions [cf. 9]. The discrepancy with prior EEG results could reflect a monitoring process
that filters (most) role-incompatible productions in the cloze task, or a biasing effect of explicitly
presented lures in EEG studies.
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Figure1

The frequency of transitive verb productions. The xaxis represents the case marking of the context noun,
and the color represents whether that verb is more
plausible if that noun is in nominative or accusative
case, or is neutral. Very few noun-verb productions
involved the dispreferred case marker

The word2vec similarity of the nounverb pairing produced in each trial.

Figure 3
Lure strength: for each noun-verb production,
each dot represents the cloze probability (in the
current experiment) of the same verb in trials
where the noun had the alternative case
marker, e.g., for thief-nom arrest, the figure
shows the cloze probability of thief-acc arrest.
Elevated values indicate strong lures.
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